Data Resiliency at Your Fingertips.
Introducing Granite Cloud, the Cloud within the Mountain

Resiliency is your organization’s ability to recover quickly and continue operating even when there has been a cyber threat, equipment failure, or other disruption.

IT’S EASIER THAN EVER TO REMAIN RESILIENT IN THE FACE OF THREATS WITH GRANITE CLOUD.
Resilience is your only protection.

Data resilience is the only way to protect from cybersecurity threats, maintain business continuity, and to guarantee regulatory compliance.

Granite Cloud easily provides resilience for your business by protecting your organization from disasters and downtime with maximum security cloud storage and recovery solutions.

Protect your organization’s sensitive data from:

- Cyber Crime
- Technology Failures
- Insider Theft
- Employee Negligence
- Fires and Floods
- Natural Disasters
- and Other Threats

Resiliency for Your Organization with Granite Cloud

- Unparalleled Security
- Cost Effective
- Data Availability
- Peace of Mind
- White Glove Service
The granite-encased data center ensures your data is protected from all types of disasters with increased security measures

- Protection from natural and man-made disasters
- Enhanced security
- Remote location
- Armed security personnel
- Intrusion technology

Unparalleled Security.

Granite Cloud is a simple, cost-effective cloud storage solution featuring enhanced enterprise-class protection. Unlike other cloud storage providers, Granite Cloud stores your data inside an **Impenetrable solid granite mountain vault.**

Rest easy knowing your data is safely stored with one of the most secure facilities on earth. We’ll take care of every element of infrastructure management and protection of your data, giving you the peace of mind to focus on your business.

Elevate your paradigm with our 1+ off-site data storage facility. It’s the best-of-breed in the industry.
Granite Cloud’s pricing structure is different from other providers. These are fees you won’t have to worry about with Granite Cloud:

- Data Transfers (downloads, transfers, early deletion)
- Requests (upload, object management, communication, authentication)
- Data Retrievals
- Data Writes
- Access Fees
- Response Times

Cost Effective, All-Inclusive Pricing.

Comparing Granite Cloud’s pricing model to other providers’ pricing is like comparing apples to oranges. When evaluating vendor pricing, be sure to review all additional costs that are involved. Most cloud storage providers add additional fees that come at a premium price. We keep it simple. Granite Cloud’s all-inclusive (storage + data transfer) pricing does not charge burdensome bandwidth and access fees. Instead, we only charge a simple data storage fee, using a pay-as-you-go model, that decreases as stored capacity increases.

White Glove Service.

We value our clients which is why we are expeditious and responsive. All calls will be answered by on-site vault technicians eager to assist you.
Data Availability.

Granite Cloud features fast data transfer speeds from two fiber carriers.

We understand the importance of 24/7/365 availability. In addition to online recovery and seeding, we offer reverse seeding or physical recovery; a huge differentiator that is rarely offered by other service providers. If your organization loses all or a large amount of your data, we can quickly get you back up and running. Our private courier fleet can also physically deliver your data within a 24-hour period*.

*Call for details

CONTACT US TODAY TO EXPERIENCE GRANITE CLOUD

GRANITE CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Granite Cloud offers simple, cost-effective cloud storage services, with unparalleled security. You can focus on the storage of your sensitive and most valuable data while offloading the management of infrastructure and data protection to us.

BaaS
Granite Cloud Backup-as-a-Service

AaaS
Granite Cloud Archive-as-a-Service

Coming Soon

Reverse Seeding
Reverse Seeding or Physical Recovery administered by our private courier fleet.

*If located within a 1,000 mile radius.
About Us

The Perpetual Storage vault – home to Granite Cloud – was built in 1968 in a solid granite mountain along Utah’s Wasatch Front. The vault exceeds rigid U.S. Department of Defense requirements for the proper protection of critical and classified records.

The vault is one of the world’s most trusted off-site storage facilities where irreplaceable digital records are stored in a climate controlled, paper-free and maximum security environment.

Unlike other cloud storage providers, Granite Cloud provides digital storage in a facility with the world’s highest level of protection and preservation. Choosing Granite Cloud is a strategic business decision that helps protect you, your firm, your data, your reputation and limit your liability.
### FAST & SECURE
**24/7/365 availability.**
Granite Cloud features fast data transfer speeds via two fiber carriers.
In addition, it utilizes state-of-the-art, redundant firewalls for enhanced security.

### COST EFFECTIVE
**It’s apples vs. oranges.**
Our pricing is vastly different from competitors. We keep it simple with an all-inclusive pricing structure with no hidden fees. We don’t charge added data transfer fees and other extras that typically come at a premium price. You see one rate and no surprises.

### DATA AVAILABILITY
**Your data is available when you need it.**
In addition to online recovery and seeding, we offer reverse seeding or physical recovery, a huge differentiator. Our private fleet can physically deliver your data within a 24-hour period.
*If located within a 1,000 mile radius.*
*Call for details*

### UNPARALLELED SECURITY
One of the world’s most trusted offsite storage companies in business since 1968.
Granite Cloud easily enables resilience for your business by protecting your organization from disasters and downtime with maximum security cloud storage, recovery solutions, and redundant systems.

### PEACE OF MIND
Protected from disasters and downtime.
Focus on the storage of your sensitive and most valuable data while offloading the management of infrastructure and data protection to us. You can have peace of mind knowing your data is stored with one of the most secure facilities on earth.

### WHITE GLOVE SERVICE
No jumping through hoops required.
We value our clients which is why we are expeditious and responsive. All calls will be answered by on-site vault technicians eager to assist you. We make it easy to get the assistance you need, quickly.
Achieve Resiliency with Granite Cloud
Granite Cloud, the Cloud within the Mountain. Encrypted, Secure, Resilient.

SCHEDULE A TOUR OF OUR UNIQUE FACILITY

CONTACT US TODAY
800.753.2200  PerpetualStorage.com